Intramuscular pressure-induced inhibition of cardiac contraction: implications for cardiac-locomotor synchronization.
The synchronization of cardiac and locomotor rhythms has been suggested to enhance the efficiency of arterial delivery to active muscles during rhythmic exercise, but direct evidence showing such a functional role has not been provided. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that the heartbeat is coupled with intramuscular pressure (IMP) changes so as to time the delivery of blood through peripheral tissues when the IMP is lower. To this end, we developed a computer-controlled, dynamic, thigh cuff occlusion device that enables bilateral thigh cuffs to repeatedly inflate and deflate, one side after the other, to simulate rhythmic IMP changes during bipedal locomotion. Nine healthy subjects were examined, and three different occlusion pressures (50, 80, and 120 mmHg) were applied separately to the thigh cuffs of normal subjects while they were sitting. Alternate occlusions of the bilateral thigh cuffs administered at the frequency of the mean heart rate produced significant phase synchronization between the cardiac and cuff-occlusion rhythms when 120 mmHg pressure was applied. However, synchronization was not observed when the occlusion pressure was 50 or 80 mmHg. During synchronization, heartbeats were most likely to occur in phases that did not include overlap between the peak arterial flow velocity in the thigh and elevated cuff pressure. We believe that phase synchronization occurs so that the cardiac cycle is timed to deliver blood through the lower legs when IMP is not maximal. If this can be extrapolated to natural locomotion, synchronization between cardiac and locomotor activities may be associated with the improved perfusion of exercising muscles.